
IMPORTANT - DECLARATIONS & WARNINGS

All Barn Light Australia lighting products are designed to be assembled, installed, 
and �nished by a fully-licensed Electrician. 

For outdoor ratings to be valid, junctions between the mounting surface and the 
luminaire must be sealed using supplied gaskets, with an outdoor-rated, UV 
Resistant silicon used on the mounting surfaces.

Broke something? Might have lost parts? - Call Barn Light. We’ve got spares.
If you believe any facet, part, or component is damaged - Call Barn Light.
We’re here to make your job easier, both now and in the future.

CAUTION: READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS PRIOR TO ASSEMBLY.
INSTALLATIONS BY QUALIFIED ELECTRICIANS ONLY

WIRING DIAGRAM - 220V / E27 MODELS
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ALTERNATE FIXTURE STYLES

These instructions are designed ONLY for 220V E27/Edison 
Screw Wall Light variants. These instructions may cover many
di�erent product types that use the common mounting shown below.

Ranch Caged Wall Lights (AU-G19A)
i.e. Sydney Caged, Atomic Caged

INSTRUCTIONS - MOUNTING & WARNINGS

PART A
1. Disconnect power from the electrical panel before installation. 
2. This installation requires a recessed weatherproof termination point within the structure.
3. Electrical ables are to be terminated at the bottom arm of the Ranch Backing Plate (AU-G19)
4. Follow Hex Coupler Instructions (INS-0000) to a�x shade/lighting �xture to supplied electrical assembly.

PART B
5. Place Ranch (AU-G19) onto mounting surface and mark screw holes. Using a power tool - Use the additional Coach Bolt*1/2 to pre-drill into the mounting surface.
6. Apply Plumbers-Tape / Silicon Thread-Tape*3 to mounting threads.
7. Mount the Lighting Fixture from Part A, ensure a counter-rotation of 3-4 turns is completed (o� the mounting thread) prior to allow for tangled wires.
8. Connect & terminate electrical wiring using Wiring Diagram shown inset within the structure.
9. Seal the mounting surface with silicon/caulking as required. A�x the Lighting Fixture against the Mounting Surface
10. Using 4x M10x40mm Coach Bolts (supplied) a�x Ranch Outdoor Wall Light to Mounting Surface using a ratchet*2 or similar hand tool.
11. Inspect mounting arms & mounting surface to ensure a tight seal is evident. Failure to complete this step will render warranties null and void. 

NOTES
*1 - Mounting Screws for masonery, concrete or similar surfaces are not supplied.
*2 - The potential removal or damage of powdercoat/coatings to the Coach Bolts will occur with the use of ratchet drills or powerdrills. Hand tools are recommended for �nal �tting.
*3 - Silicon Thread Tape / Plumber Tape must be applied to the mounting threads in order to seal it for outdoor exposure. Failure to do so will render all warranties void.

RANCH WALL MOUNTING DIAGRAM
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Ranch Caged Wall Light (AU-G19A-WXX)
i.e. Astro Caged, Original Caged


